
 

1. Report Summary 

A report for CCE committee on the meeting of the working group discussing proposals for 
the new website. 

2. Background 

The C&CE Officer has obtained quotations and previously presented to the C&CE 
Committee on potential providers of the Parish Council’s new website and it’s proposed 
content. 

This working group was formed to scrutinise the content proposed by the C&CE Officer, 
potential website providers and determine an action plan to move forward.  The group met 
online on 18th January and was comprised of Cllr Lesley Waller, Cllr Derek Hayes, Cllr Laura 
Jones and Cllr Tom Maskell, Rose Whitfield and Amy Cavendish. 

3. Summary 

The working group agreed the following: 

• All the content in green and black proposed in the working document produced by 
the C&CE Officer was agreed. 

• Proposed inclusion of the Neighbourhood Plan website into the PC website was 
deferred until after the NP is adopted. 

• Proposed addition of an e-newsletter was deferred. 

• The Parish Clerk email will be the single point of contact on the new website for all 
enquiries. 

• Either Aubergine or Parish Council Websites are the preferred provider 

• The C&CE Officer will contact both to confirm that their templates will accommodate 
our requirements before putting forward for the PC to choose. 

• As well as contracting out the website provider, the group also agreed that the written 
content could also be outsourced.  RW was suggested in the first instance, 
potentially the Parish Newsletter editor or an external consultant, to be decided. 
C&CE Officer to produce a specification for the content work. 

4. Conclusions 

The C&CE Officer will contact both potential website providers following receipt of 
confirmation from the Operations Officer of inclusion of a map identifying Parish assets, 
subject to filtering options available and software compatibility.  Final confirmation of the 
packages available to meet the specification will be circulated to the Committee. 

The staff structure of the Parish Council is currently in a period of change and staffing 
resources cannot quantified at this point, The project lead and responsibility for website 
content, together with the specification for content work cannot be determined while this 
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remains the case.  Resources to produce the content internally could be available subject to 
recruitment outcomes. 

The ‘Parish Identity’ remains to be decided as a priority.  It would be most cost effective for 
the creation of the new website and all its content if the Parish Identity strategy was resolved 
and in place prior to the website being created.  This will inevitably lead to a delay, but it will 
impact on its appearance and content. 

5. Recommendations 

That the C&CE Committee consider delaying the progress of the website content until after 
staff resources are identified and that the Parish Identity is reviewed as a priority before 
commissioning a contractor to provide the website framework. 


